Multi-mass velocity-map imaging studies of photoinduced and electron-induced chemistry.
Multi-mass velocity-map imaging (VMI) is becoming established as a promising method for probing the dynamics of a variety of gas-phase chemical processes. We provide an overview of velocity-map imaging and multi-mass velocity-map imaging techniques, highlighting examples in which these approaches have been used to provide mechanistic insights into a range of photoinduced and electron-induced chemical processes. Multi-mass detection capabilities have also led to the development of two new tools for the chemical dynamics toolbox, in the form of Coulomb-explosion imaging and covariance-map imaging. These allow details of molecular structure to be followed in real time over the course of a chemical reaction, offering the tantalising prospect of recording real-time 'molecular movies' of chemical dynamics. As these new methods become established within the reaction dynamics community, they promise new mechanistic insights into chemistry relevant to fields ranging from atmospheric chemistry and astrochemistry through to synthetic organic photochemistry and biology.